
9. Ethology: The Study of Animal Behavior 

Ethology is the scientific study of animal behavior. In order to study 

animal behavior, it is necessary to observe the animal in a natural 

setting. However, to study the principles it is sometimes necessary to 

create different environments. 

 

Ethology helps explain the complicated interaction between naturally 

encoded "innate" behaviors and the environment. 

 

In the earlier part of the 20th century, animal behavior was studied mainly by means of laboratory 

experiments. This empirical approach led to many great discoveries and ethology became a respectable 

discipline. Behaviorism and ethology are two different ways of studying animal behavior; one is confined 

largely to the laboratory (behaviorism), and the other is based on field studies (ethology). Each tells us 

something different about an animal's response, but the conclusions from both disciplines explain all that we 

see and understand about animal behavior. Knowing a species' ethology often tells us a lot about WHY the 

animal is exhibiting a specific behavior. Having a basic understanding of ethology is also important to pet 

owners. 

The Great Discoveries of Ethology: 

• Fixed action patterns. Physiologically encoded behavioral sequences.  

• Imprinting/sensitive periods of learning. Early periods of life in which specific learning occurs rapidly 

and sometimes with permanent effects. 

• Vacuum activities. A repetitive pattern of behavior that occurs in the absence of external stimuli, e.g. 

a solitary dog chasing his tail (frustrated predatory drive). 

• Displacement behaviors. Seemingly out-of-context behaviors that occur when an activated drive 

cannot be released naturally (e.g. when an animal in conflict starts to groom himself). 

Key Terms of Ethology: 

Companion animals live in the company of humans; and also provide company to humans. 

 

Behavior is the actions & reactions taken for growth, survival & reproduction (also motivations to fulfil needs).  

 

Behavioral patterns are organized segments of behavior with a specific aim and function. 

 

Animal-assisted therapy (AAT) is a goal-directed intervention in which an animal is used as an integral part of 

the treatment process. 

When a behaviorist is confronted with a behavior to analyze or treat, an ethological analysis is often the first 

step. For example, an aggressive dog may be performing a species-typical social behavior that requires 

reconfiguration of family dynamics. Feuding cats may have territorial concerns that can be addressed by 

environmental manipulation. A fearful dog may have experienced adverse early experiences and may require 

special treatment. A dog that paces in circles mindlessly may have developed this habit as a displacement 

behavior following a period of stress or conflict.  

In short, ethology, loosely translated, a study of natural species typical behavior, is absolutely critical to a 

fundamental understanding of animal behavior and the logical treatment of animal behavior problems. 

 

 

Source: Dodman, N.: Ethology: The Study of Animal Behavior. (http://www.petplace.com/dogs/ethology-the-study-of-

animal-behavior/page1.aspx); http://www.ethology.co.za/ 

  



Activities 

1. Reading comprehension. Answer the following questions 

 

a. What is ethology? 

b. What is the difference between behaviorism and ethology? 

c. What is “imprinting”? Can you think of some examples? 

d. Do you know any types of animal-assisted therapy? 

 

2. Lexis 

Translate the following phrases. The first letter has been given. 

 

a. volně přeloženo              l __________________  t_____________________________ 

b. typické chování   t ________________   b______________________________ 

c. nepřátelská kočka   a          f ________________________  c_________________ 

d. léčebný proces   a          t ________________  p _________________________ 

e. vzorce chování   b_________________  p______________________________ 

f. naplnit potřeby   f_______________  n_________________________________ 

g. v přirozeném prostředí  in  a  n_____________________  s_______________________ 

h. trvalý dopad    p_______________________  e_________________________ 

 

3. Word formation: Complete the chart by writing the proper word form and translate the new 

word into Czech. 

 

NOUN VERB Czech 

observation   

explanation   

experiment   

discovery   

response   

conclusion   

understanding   

NOUN VERB Czech 

 know  

 exhibit  

 occur  

 provide  

 organize  

 treat  

 analyze  



4. Gap fill: Fill in the gaps in the text below with the words from the box. 

led, study, earlier, of, studied, order, century, natural, between, helps 

 

Ethology is the scientific study ……………. animal behavior. In ………………….. to study animal behavior, it is 

necessary to observe the animal in a ……………………….. setting. However, to ………………… the principles it is 

sometimes necessary to create different environments. Ethology …………………….. explain the complicated 

interaction ……………………….. naturally encoded "innate" behaviors and the environment. In the ………………….. 

part of the 20th ………………………., animal behavior was ……………………….. mainly by means of laboratory 

experiments. This empirical approach …………………… to many great discoveries and ethology became a 

respectable discipline. 

 

  



VOCABULARY 

adverse /ˈædvɜː(r)s/ nepříznivý, neblahý 

approach /əˈprəʊtʃ/ přistoupit, přístup, postoj 

behavior /bɪˈheɪvjə(r)/ chování, reakce 

behaviorism /bɪˈheɪvjəˌrɪz(ə)m/ behaviorismus 

confine /kənˈfaɪn/ omezit (se) 

critical /ˈkrɪtɪk(ə)l/ rozhodující, zlomový 

displacement /dɪsˈpleɪsmənt/ odsunutí, nahrazení 

drive /draɪv/ hnací síla 

encode /ɪnˈkəʊd/ zakódovat 

environment /ɪnˈvaɪrənmənt/ prostředí 

feud /fjuːd/ nepřátelství, nevraživost 

groom /ɡruːm/ šlechtit (se), upravit (se) 

imprint /ˈɪmprɪnt/ vtisknout, vštípit 

innate /ˌɪˈneɪt/ vrozený, vlastní 

interaction /ˌɪntərˈækʃ(ə)n/ vzájemné působení 

intervention /ˌɪntə(r)ˈvenʃ(ə)n/ zásah, zákrok 

observe /əbˈzɜː(r)v/ pozorovat, sledovat 

pattern /ˈpætə(r)n/ vzor, schéma 

physiological /ˌfɪziəˈlɒdʒɪk(ə)l/ fyziologický 

predatory /ˈpredət(ə)ri/ dravý 

repetitive /rɪˈpetətɪv/ opakující se, monotónní 

respectable /rɪˈspektəb(ə)l/ vážený, řádný 

scientific /ˌsaɪənˈtɪfɪk/ vědecký 

sequence /ˈsiːkwəns/ řada, sled, posloupnost 

setting /ˈsetɪŋ/  prostředí 

solitary /ˈsɒlət(ə)ri/ osamělý, samotářský 

vacuum /ˈvækjʊəm/ prázdno, mezera 

 

 


